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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
First Day: Friday, September 15, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Spring Meet Stats: 372-99-71-62  27%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)MYOSITIS MYSTIQUE: Drop for Amoss; turf-to-dirt angle appealing   
(#3)SEEKING BULL: Loves eight-furlongs; third start of form cycle 
(#5)SALUTE THE WARRIOR: Fits for $10K for Hartman; honest 2017 form 
(#4)ALLIE GRACE: Won 2-of-3 over a “fast” dirt strip; perfect going 8F 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-5-4 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)DIAMOND DELIGHT: Hooks light crew on the drop for Cox; fires fresh   
(#5)TY MAN: Makes his first start for a tag for “Jinks”; 2-turn debut suits 
(#3)HIS ROYAL MAJESTY: Solid form for $30K in the past; Borel stays 
(#7)HARDLY SEEN SLIM: Closer needs help up front; tab for minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-3-7 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)WOODMANS LUCK: Exits starter allowance company; likes local strip   
(#4)ALBANO: Good fit for $20,000; wide trip last time in Henderson 
(#3)CUTACORNER: First start off the claim for Hartman; tries open foes 
(#7)EDEN RIDGE: Has improved off the layoff; likes a mile and a sixteenth 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-3-7 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)UNITED PATRIOT: SoCal invader makes first start for Cox; drops   
(#3)SHAKEDOWN: First start for a tag for Asmussen; comes in fresh 
(#5)BYE CRAZY EYES: Drops for a crafty barn; reunited with Landeros 
(#10)ANALYZING: Sports extensive public work tab; sire gets runners 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-5-10 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)LA JOLLA D’ORO: Seven-time winner gets away from Ellis; 15-1 M.L.   
(#5)THREE D PRINTER: Never worse than second under the Twin Spires 
(#9)ULTRA ARUMBA (BRZ): Won four-of-nine in Louisville; Lanerie stays 
(#10)TITFORTAT: Throw out her last two on grass, she’s better on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-9-10 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)DANCING: $425K Bernardini filly is improving; “bullet” moved noted 
(#11)ENRAGE: Moves forward off debut run; like wide post out of chute 
(#7)GRATS ROAD: $130K Congrats filly has plenty of upside; gets in light 
(#1)MACHO ORB: Fifth of 11 on debut; tighter this time but better on turf? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-11-7-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)LOVIN EMPIRE (JPN): Bay improved off the claim; hooks soft bunch   
(#4)SPICE DROP: Honest third sprinting on debut; bred to stay nine panels 
(#7)AIRCRAFT CARRIER: Flipped in paddock at Ky. Downs; solid turf form 
(#1A)ANOTHERTEQULIASHOT: Exits “live” heat; toss Regret (G3T) try 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-7-1A(Part Of Entry) 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)IMPROV: Knocking on the door on this class level; likes Churchill   
(#1)TOASTED: Had a tough post last time; better around one-turn 
(#2)TAXABLE: Runs well off layoffs and love the cutback to one-turn 
(#7)ITS A JOURNEY: Likes this 8F setup at Churchill; turf-to-dirt playable 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#10)RUNNING BACK: Hooked a pair of sharp rivals last time; value play 
(#1)SECRET HOUSE: Never worse than second outside of stakes company 
(#2)ATTRIBUTE: Broke maiden for fun (6.5F 1:15 2/5); 1st try vs. winners 
(#4)BEHAVIORAL BIAS: Seven-furlongs suits; has kept good company 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-1-2-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#8)PONTIFICAL: Should get a great stalking trip in speed-laden heat   
(#12)SILENT DECREE: Owns a back-class advantage; first-time gelding 
(#5)FLATTER THE QUEEN: Broke maiden for a $30K tag; capable fresh 
(#6)NICKY NUMBERS: Broke maiden off shelf; never been in this cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-12-5-6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


